Implementing exciting ideas from the field of artificial intelligence and transfer research into the corporate world - the KI-Garage enables you to do just that!

Through an alliance of numerous universities and educational institutions throughout Baden-Württemberg, we help in an individualized program with interactive workshops, mentoring programs and networking events to turn ideas into sustainable companies.
OUR OFFER -
FOR YOUR SUCCESS

QUALIFICATION

MORITZ, 28
ACAD. EMPLOYEE

“I would like to know if my dissertation is transferable into a business model. I am looking for exchange with experts, AI-events and individual advice.”

MENTORING & NETWORK

MARIE, 25
FOUNDER

“For my AI-idea, I am looking for a co-founder in order to change the world together. I am looking for inspiration, training opportunities and I want to know everything about AI.”

REALITY CHECK

BENITO, 41
FOUNDER

“My idea is calculated and validated and now I would like to convince the first investors of my project. An extended start-up network with contacts from the business world would be very helpful.”